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Blockchain technology, which is known as the basis of bitcoin and various other crypto currencies, is 

nowadays having enormous attention. The basis of this technology lies in immutable ledger that allows the 

transactions to occur in a decentralized manner which provides anonymity to the customers. The current 

paper gives an overview of the blockchain technology; its process flow and various types or categories. 

Architecture on blockchain technology has been proposed, which can be used on almost every domain of it. 

Also a comparison of various architectures that have been proposed previously has been carried out based on 

some identified parameters. Finally at the end various application areas of the technology have been 

discussed.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Blockchain is a technology which is used for the 

creation of many crypto currencies like bitcoin by 

the usage of a digital decentralized ledger over a 

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network. All the participants are 

permitted to do the changes with ledger under the 

usage of blockchain protocols. Blockchain is 

basically made up of chain of blocks which further 

results into an open source, immutable, public 

digital ledger. This technology was coined by 

Nakamoto (2008) in the context of a peer to peer 

electronic cash system titled – “Bitcoin”. This 

fundamental study shows the potential of a new 

budding peer-to-peer technology without the help 

of any operating central authority or bank instead 

collectively the network itself manages the 

transactions and the issuing of bitcoins. Main 

thought of Nakamoto relied on a multi-signature 

feature to approve every transactions after which 

permission from other members has been taken 

and a full audit trail identifying which members 

permitted each particular transaction [1]. 

Major attraction of blockchain is that it does not 

require any intermediary central authority or third 

party for transactions over peer-to-peer network. 

Many cryptocurrencies were prepared out of the 

concept of blockchain since this technology 

provides features like immutability, transparency, 

anonymity, security and decentralization which 

also lead to expanding it towards more and more 

fields of the industry. 

The blockchain process begins with a transaction 

request generated by any user. Next this request is 

broadcasted to the network. A new block of data is 

created by obtaining a certain number of approved 

nodes; this is called reaching consensus. After 

consensus attainment, new “block” on the entire 

blockchain network is formed, and every node 

updates its respective copy of the blockchain 

ledger. New block is linked to the original block 
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through digital signature, which completes the 

transaction process. Further all participants add 

the new block to their respective ledgers only after 

validation process, after this each participant 

contains a replica of new block with it so that every 

change to the ledger is reflected across the entire 

network and each network member has a full and 

same copy of the entire ledger at any point in time.  

 
Figure1: Blockchain Transaction Process 

 

  There are three broader categories or types of 

blockchain exists which are namely Public, Private 

and Consortium Blockchain. Public or 

Permission-less blockchain provides accessibility 

of read and write to all the users of a network 

without acknowledging their credentials. Private or 

Permissioned blockchain grants read/write 

accessibility only after verifying the user 

identification. Consortium/Federated blockchain 

grants read feature to all the participants but only 

the authorized ones can make the changes. 

A comparison between the various types of 

blockchain has been drawn. This comparison has 

been drawn after identifying some parameters in 

the below table. 
Table- 1: Types of Blockchain 

TYPES OF BLOCKCHAIN 

Paramete

rs 

Public 

BlockChain/ 

Permission-le

ss  

Private 

Blockchain/ 

Permissione

d system 

Consortium/

Federated 

Blockchain 

Managed 

by No One 
Single 

Organization 

Group of 

Organization

s 

Accessabi

lity 

all participants 

on the network 

can perform 

read and write 

operations 

Authorized 

participants 

are 

pre-approved 

for read/write 

operations [2] 

All 

participants 

can read the 

data but only 

a few 

authorized 

ones can 

write 

Security 

& 

consensu

s 

Complex due 

to openness 

Relatively 

Simple 
Simple 

Usage 

Wide due to 

their massive 

decentralizatio

n and 

openness 

Limited to the 

maintaining 

organization  

Created for 

group of 

organizations 

with similar 

interest/need

s 

Participa

nts 

Status 

Unidentified Identified Identified 

Security Poor High High 

Transacti

on Approv 

al Time 

Relatively 

longeer 

Faster  

 
Fastest 

 

II. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS AVAILABLE BLOCKCHAIN 

ARCHITECTURE  

Blockchain is gaining a lot of popularity in the 

research community these days. Researchers are 

coming up with their own architectures. A study of 

the various proposed architectures was carried 

out. A comparison of these proposed architectures 

has been made keeping in mind a few parameters. 

These parameters have been identified by studying 

the work given. The parameters for comparison are 

Proposed By (who has proposed the 

architecture), Application areas (i.e. where it can be 

applied), Year of proposal, Title of Research Paper 

and where it has been published. 

On studying the comparison it was found that    

the given below architecture are either suitable for 

any specific domain or are just provides a basic 

information of architecture process. Hence, a need 

for an architecture arises which can be applied 

over multiple domains or application areas. So we 

have proposed architecture for blockchain system 

which can be further applied over enormous 

domains. This has been discussed in the next 

section. 
Table 2: Comparison of various Blockchain Architecture 

PARAME

TERS 

COMPARISION  OF VARIOUS AVAILABLE 

ARCHITECTURES 

Proposed 

By 

S. 

Balakri

shnan, 

J. Janet 

Ruizhe 

Yang, F. 

Richard 

Yu, 

Pengbo 

Si, 

Zhaoxin 

Yang, 

and 

Yanhua 

Zhang 

A. R. 

Revathi, 

Shwetth

a M 

Junyao 

Wang, 

Shenlin

g Wang, 

Junqi 

Guo, 

Yancha

ng Du, 

Shaochi 

Cheng, 

Xiangya

Zibin 

Zheng

, 

Shaoa

n Xie, 

Hongn

ing 

Dai, 

Xiang

ping 

Chen, 

Transaction 
Requested

Request is 
broadcasted to 

Network

Creation of 
new 

Block/Node

Consensus 
Attainment

Block is added 
to existing 
Blockchain

Transaction 
Completed
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ng Li and 

Huai

min 

Wang 

Applicati

on Area 

Crypto 

curren

cy 

(Digital 

Curren

cy) 

Edge 

Comput

ing 

Systems 

Supply 

Chain 

Intellect

ual 

Propert

y 

Overvi

ew 

Year 2019 2018 2019 2018 2017 

Title of 

the Paper 

Blockc

hain 

Techno

logy: 

Basics, 

Archite

cture, 

use 

cases 

and 

platfor

ms. 

Integrat

ed 

Blockch

ain and 

Edge 

Comput

ing 

Systems

: A 

Survey, 

Some 

Researc

h Issues 

and 

Challen

ges 

Blockch

ain : An 

Overvie

w 

A 

Summa

ry of 

Researc

h on 

Blockch

ain in 

the 

Field of 

Intellect

ual 

Propert

y 

An 

Overvi

ew of 

Block

chain 

Techn

ology: 

Archit

ecture

, 

Conse

nsus, 

and 

Futur

e 

Trend

s 

Publishe

d  At 

CSI 

Comm

unicati

ons 

IEEE 

Commu

nication

s 

Surveys 

& 

Tutorial

s 

CSI 

Commu

nication

s 

Inter

natio

nal 

Confe

rence 

on 

Identi

ficatio

n, 

Infor

matio

n and 

Know

ledge 

in the 

Inter

net of 

Thing

s, 

Publi

shed 

by 

Elsevi

er 

IEEE 

6th 

Intern

ationa

l 

Congr

ess on 

Big 

Data 

Layered 

Architect

ure 

No Yes No Yes No 

Number 

of Layers 

NA 07 NA 06 NA 

 

III. PROPOSED 7 LAYER BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE  

Blockchain is a decentralized ledger over 

peer-to-peer (P2P) network. Every participant has 

its own identical replica of append-only ledger of 

digitally signed and encrypted transactions. 

Blockchain has gained its popularity with Bitcoin. 

[ 3 ] The Architecture for Blockchain has been 

proposed below. It comprises of 6 layers which 

have been discussed in detail below. 

 

Figure 2: Blockchain Architecture 

 

3.1. Transaction Layer 

The Transaction layer holds the request of the 

user i.e. whenever a new transaction is requested 

by any user the blockchain process begins. The 

transaction requests will be gathered in this layer. 

 

3.2. Block Layer 

The block layer will be used for data block 

creation and storage. Data block consists of block 

header, index, timestamp, previous hash, hash 

and data. This layer encapsulates the data 

generated via transaction layer. Transactions are 
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verified and packed into a block with a block 

header which further chained to the previous 

block.  

3.3. Network Layer 

The Network layer consists of peer-to-peer 

(P2P) network and communication mechanism. 

The main purpose of this layer is to broadcast data 

generated from lower layer. [iv] Transaction will be 

distributed to the neighbors by the use of 

networking mechanism, only the valid transactions 

are forwarded. 

3.4. Consensus Layer 

The Consensus Layer is also known as Protocol 

layer because this layer uses consensus algorithms 

to reach consensus between the unreliable nodes 

in environment. There are nine consensus 

mechanisms: 

 Proof-of-Work(PoW) 

PoW consensus protocol was proposed by 

Satoshi Nakamoto [1], according to which 

transactions are validated after participation of 

at least 51% nodes over original network [ v] 

These validating nodes operate secretly and in 

huge number therefore these nodes have to 

mine the blocks for reading the transactions of 

the blockchain. After mining, new blocks are 

then permanently added to the blockchain. 

Hence, PoW protocols act as performance 

bottleneck in applications.  

 Proof-of-Stake(PoS) 

PoS consensus protocols resolve the high 

energy consumption of PoW. This protocol 

indentifies big stakeholders over the network 

and permits them to create new blocks. In this 

protocol validators are selected which reduces 

the security issues by prohibiting unknown 

validators therefore PoS is energy-efficient 

compared to PoW. [vi] 

 

 Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) 

BFT uses a voting algorithm to remove 

validations from malicious nodes over the 

network because malicious nodes carry 

malicious intent code that can end up in the 

incorrect validations which can further corrupt 

the blockchain data. It is very challenging to 

find out malicious nodes and hence the 

implementation of BFT is very difficult.  [vii] 

 

 Proof of Activity (PoAc) 

The PoAc protocol is an amalgamation of 

PoW and PoS. This protocol focus over 

rewarding the validators after solving 

mathematical problems which further results 

in increasing their stake in blockchain. The 

protocol then enables PoS algorithm for 

validators having suitable stake on the 

blockchain. PoAc has been established to be 

competent in terms of security, storage, and 

network communication. [viii] 

 Proof of Burn (PoB) 

The PoB protocol focuses on burning the 

coins or cryptocurrency over publically verified 

address. Users will be permitted to create new 

blocks after pay out with their coins and they 

be rewarded also in future. [ix] By the usage of 

PoB users can invest initially and can create 

theirs stocks in blockchain which can make 

them authorized validators.  It in addition 

reduces the energy expenditure crisis of PoW. 

Moreover burning of coin reduces the total coin 

count on the blockchain which enhances the 

coin value progressively. In addition, coin 

burning balances the coin count on the 

blockchain network. 

 Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) 

The PoET hunts a leader which has the 

power for new blocks creation rather than 

engaging all users in the process. Leader is 

chosen with the help of random leader selection 

algorithm in which a timer is added to every 

node and a leader is basically chosen with 

minimum timer expiry. [x] After creation of new 

blocks; digital signatures are transmitted over 

the network. Malicious users can be searched 

because if same nodes are elected as leaders 

repeatedly or if the minimum timer value is 

often assigned to same nodes. PoET may 

perhaps be helpful when used with 

delay-tolerant applications.  

 Proof of Capacity (PoC) 

The PoC protocol also known as proof of space 

protocol because it filter outs hard drive space on 

the nodes of the blockchain network. [xi] This 

protocol stores all potential nonce values on hard 

drive and to unlock the blocks it searches the 

matching nonce-hash pairs. The nodes with high 

disk space gains more stake. 

 

 Proof of Authority (PoA) 

PoA eliminates energy consumption issue of 

PoW and also eliminates the issue of dependency in 

PoS.  

The basis behind PoA protocol is to give 

centralized reliable control to specific nodes that 
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can together form the consensus based on majority 

votes to create new blocks on the network. [xii] Due 

to centralized control by valid stake holders PoA is 

pertinent for private networks, hence they have to 

undertake the legal aspects as well for granting the 

centralized control.  

 

 Proof of Importance (PoI) 

PoI protocols choose the validating nodes on the 

basis of frequency of maximum successful 

validations. Theme of both PoI and PoA is same 

only the criteria for choosing the validating node 

are different. [xiii] PoI protocol gains high trust 

amongst participating nodes because the 

significance of validators is recognized with their 

preceding successful validations.  

3.5. Ledger Layer 

Ledger layer consists of ledger created after 

authentication done by consensus layer. Ledger 

consists of chain of blocks. 

3.6. Endorsement Layer  

In this layer we can add crypto currency, smart 

contracts, records or any other related information 

to the ledger depending over the application. 

3.7. Application Layer  

This is the top most layers in blockchain system 

which includes ledgers, their respective 

cryptocurrency, smart contracts and other 

information also which would be further used in 

many applications like IOT, AI, education, tourism, 

smart cities, smart vehicles etc. 

IV. APPLICATION AREAS OF BLOCKCHAIN 

 
Figure 3: Blockchain Applications 

 

4.1. Government Sector/ Infrastructure & 

Development 

Many government sectors are currently getting 

benefit from blockchain technology like Land 

registry system, International Trade Unit and 

Customs. In recent years, Swedish Lantmäteriet 

with the help of Telia Company has effectively 

tested a Blockchain Platform for Land Registry 

System. In this data units comprise of: (i) 

purchase/sale invoices and respective contracts, 

(ii) signatures of parties, (iii) identity documents of 

parties and (iv) owner information in Blockchain. 

[xiv] Government of Ghana also signed a MoU with 

IBM to develop a land registry system based on 

Blockchain. Recently, Andhra Pradesh has also 

started land registry system over blockchain. 

4.2. Internet of Things (IoT) 

Blockchain can transform many fields like 

healthcare, vehicles, energy consumption, cloud 

storage etc. [xv]“MarketsAndMarkets” a research 

firms predicts that the healthcare division of IoT 

will be worth 163.2B by 2020. [xvi]  

From the past few years, researchers proposed 

the usage of blockchain technology to shield the 

privacy of health data.[xvii] By the usage of smart 

contracts over healthcare data a healthcare 

blockchain system can be created where sensors 

correspond with a smart device writes records 

over a confidential blockchain in consensus with 

Ethereum protocol. This sub-domain of IOT with 

blockchian is also referred as IoHT (Internet of 

Healthcare Things).  

Similarly an IoV (Internet of Vehicles) network 

can also be formed with the help of blockchain 

technology which can play a key role in safe and 

convenient travel. [xviii] IoV can also enhance the 

lucidity and confidence in the used car segments 

which will further results into drop off frauds in 

this market. [xix] 

Blockchain with IoT can also govern running of 

smart grid distribution network for electricity. [xx] 

Blockchain can facilitate traffic decisions over the 

smart grids so that power fluctuations can be 

minimized. [xxi]. 

 

4.3. Health Care & Insurance  

Medical data is conventionally saved by the 

medical institute only but sharing of data is vital 

requirement for drawing out crucial decisions 

which can further revolutionize the medical 

services radically. [xxii] Major barrier for sharing of 

medical data is accountability of privacy and 

security of records as this involves an individual’s 

personal parameters. [ xxiii ]The emergence of 
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blockchain technology has resolved this issue to a 

very large amount as it is based on hash chain 

where a decentralized ledger is formed which is 

immutable and verifiable in nature.[ xxiv ] 

Blockchain technology helps many service 

providers, medical institutions and mainly patients 

for data access and sharing so that better 

alternatives can be sought. 

4.4. Artificial Intelligence (AI)  

The effective working of AI algorithm keenly 

relies over the quality and quantity of data or 

information available for making out inferences. 

These algorithms works better when a data 

repository is available for extraction, learning, 

inference-making and for taking final decision from 

data; though the repository source should be 

secure, trusted and reliable. [ xxv ] Blockchain 

resolves all these data repository issues of AI by 

providing a distributed shared ledger which 

contains cryptographically signed, validated and 

authentic data agreed on by all mining nodes. 

Moreover blockchain data can’t be tampered by 

any external entity as one to make changes in 

blockchain network should be an authorized user 

of a blockchain P2P networks hence the integrity 

and resiliency is maintained. Smart contracts can 

do decision making and analytics part for machine 

learning algorithms, these results can be trusted 

and undisputed.[ xxvi ]By the usage of AI and 

Blockchain technology together we can create safe, 

immutable and decentralized system for highly 

sensitive AI-driven systems like AI-driven medical 

services, personal banking, financial assistance, 

trading, legal data handling and many more. 

4.5. Financial Management & Accounting/ 

Trading/ Exchanges & wallets/ Asset 

Management/ Payments & Banking  

Blockchain technology is also known as future of 

financial and cyber security due to its crypto 

currencies. By the evolution of Bitcoin crypto 

currencies has changed the global market 

drastically. Bitcoin does not need any third party 

as it publicly shares the blockchain ledger. The 

involved users can use special software are called 

Bitcoin miners by which they can create a network 

to maintain the Blockchain. [ xxvii ] In Bitcoin 

mining process users can add new bitcoin currency 

and then transaction is broadcasted over the 

network. 

4.6. Education  

Blockchain technology is also transforming 

the education domain by its key features like: 

reliability, trust, security and efficiency. [ xxviii ] 

Nowadays, few universities and institutes have 

started with blockchain technology to support 

academic degree management and summative 

evaluation. Blockchain technology can prepare the 

entire script. In context of formal learning, it can 

include learning contents, their outcomes and 

achievements of students along with their 

academic certificates. Similarly, in the case of 

informal learning, the following parameters can be 

hold like their research experience, skills and 

interest of individual. A blockchain network can 

safely store all these parameters over their 

decentralized ledger from which various trends can 

be predicted for betterment of formal as well as 

informal evaluation for the education field. 

4.7. Tourism   

Tourism nowadays is majorly governed by 

Online Travel Services due to easy of ease and 

lucrative offers. But, these services are also 

suffering due to many problems like say double 

bookings, high foreign exchange rates, high 

commission charges and transaction fees for 

credit/debit cards usage. The most challenging 

thing is to maintain the security and privacy of any 

user as it involves very high financial exchange 

which is governed by payment service 

provider/third parties’ travel agencies. Basically 

the travel agencies between customer and 

operators generate a high-profit margin for 

themselves which result is increased price for the 

user. Moreover, lot of user time is wasted in 

navigating over websites for searching out the best 

deals. Nowadays, many companies has started 

with blockchain technology to overcome these 

problems by which they provide a user Re-booking 

facility by a notification alert, if price drops; double 

booking problem is catered by smart contract 

system and blockchain transparency; user can 

even resell their tickets by the usage of P2P 

network of blockchain and by searching out the 

cheapest deals by the collaboration of various 

major travel websites over a single network. 

 

V. FUTURE SCOPE & CONCLUSION 

Blockchain has shown its potential for 

transforming conventional business with its key 

characteristics: decentralization, persistency, and 

anonymity and audit ability. In this paper, we 

present a comprehensive overview on blockchain 

technology and its process. The various types of 

blockchain have also been compared by identifying 

few distinguished parameters for them. Blockchain 

architecture has been proposed and a few 

architectures which have been proposed earlier 

have been compared. We proposed blockchain 
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architecture also which can be applied further over 

various domains. 

Nowadays, since blockchain based applications 

are springing up, these applications have been 

discussed and we plan to conduct in-depth 

investigations on blockchain-based applications in 

the future. 
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